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There is something about Peveto’s work 
that evokes the energy found in the abstract 
expressionists as it combines mature 
spacial development with utter whimsy 
that really isn’t—its called mastery.
                                          -Syliva Benitez, President/GAGA
“

“I utilize mixed mediums to cele-
brate the assurance that we can be 
born again through grace and the 
beauty of natural transformation. I 
seek to show the infinite possibil-
ities gained when we discover our 
God-given talents.”

Peveto’s large gestural movements 
with paint and resins are juxtaposed 
with delicate carving and meticulous 
placement of fragile elements that 
are the hallmark of her style. She 
deconstructs textile inspired patterns 
to represent how we may find 
unexpected light and shadow... 
in both life and in art.
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Art to the Power of Ten | McNay Art Museum
Red Dot | Blue Star Contemporary Art Museum
ROYGBIV (catalogue) | Southwest School of Art
Touch The Sun, Kiss The Sky (solo) | AnArte Gallery
Spring Trends (solo) | Neiman Marcus
And other galleries in Texas, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
Florida and Hawaii. 

Peveto is self-taught. She dabbled in 
art classes throughout her life, but made 
the decision to pursue the stability of a 
legal career. Despite finding success as an 
attorney, she was unfulfilled and felt God 
was leading her in another direction.

She chose to follow her heart by 
creating art full-time. Trial, error and 
forcing herself to never discard a  
“mistake” has been one of the most 
valuable lessons in her artistic career.

Lucy Peveto currently resides in San Antonio, 
Texas with her husband and two children. 
Her work has been selected for private 
collections locally and internationally. 
Public collections include the University 
Health System, University Hospital and 
GFR Development Services; for publication 
in the Junior League of San Antonio’s 
“Fresh Flavors” cookbook as well as in 
recent magazine publications of Austin-San 
Antonio Urban Home and NSIDE.  
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